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REPORTS BY OFFICERS (COMMITTEE DELEGATION) 

The following items are subject to clause 1.1 and 2.1 of the City of Fremantle 
Delegated Authority Register 
 

SGS1111-1 ADOPTION OF THE FREMANTLE COMMUNITY SAFETY AND CRIME 
PREVENTION PLAN 2011 - 2015  

 
DataWorks Reference: 023/021 
Disclosure of Interest: Nil 
Meeting Date: 9 November 2011 
Previous Item: SGS1109-2 
Responsible Officer: Glen Dougall, Director, Corporate Services 
Actioning Officer: Cameron Bartkowski, Manager Community Safety and 

Parking 
Decision Making Authority: Committee 
Agenda Attachments: DRAFT Fremantle Community Safety and Crime 

Prevention Plan (FCSCPP) 
Web-form Community Comments (Survey Monkey) 
Written Community Comment 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On 26 April 2007, Council endorsed the first Community Safety and Crime 
Prevention Plan 2007 – 2009.  In September, 2010, Council appointed a Community 
Safety Working Group (CSWG) to draft a new Plan to continue the work 
commenced under the previous one.  Over a twelve month period the Working 
Group held 15 meetings and a second of such a plan was compiled. 
 
At the September Strategic and General Services Committee the Draft Fremantle 
Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 2011 – 2015 for approved for 
advertising for a period of 21 days seeking community comment. 
 
The Draft Fremantle Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 2011 – 2015 
was advertised Monday 26 September and again Monday 10 October 2011.  
Correspondence with the Draft Fremantle Community Safety and Crime Prevention 
Plan 2011 – 2015 was sent out to Stakeholders asking for their feedback.  The 
closing period for community comment was Tuesday 18 October 2011. 
 
Council received 6 responses to the website feedback form (shown on attachment 
2) and one written response from the public period (attachment 1). All feedback 
was generally supportive of the direction of the plan and the continuation from the 
first plan. One respondent proposed that more could have been done on reviewing 
the performance of the first plan. 
 
It is proposed that Council adopt the City of Fremantle Community Safety Plan 
2011-2015. 
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BACKGROUND 

The Community Safety Working Group was established by Council from members of the 
Community, Fremantle Business, Fremantle Chambers of Commerce, Police and 
Elected Members.  Part of the Instrument of Appointment required the Working Group to 
review and revise the Community Safety Plan for council. 
 
The Draft Fremantle Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 2011 – 2015 is the 
result of considerable time and discussion that was untaken by each member of the 
Community Safety Working Group to obtain a consensus of actions that was thought to 
be achievable for the City from the list of safety concerns. 
 

COMMENT 

In order to have a flourishing retail or night-time economy, the community needs to feel 
and be safe within the environment. 
 
As a regional centre Fremantle has much precious public space which helps create the 
diversity that makes it a unique destination.  If that diversity is to be preserved, Fremantle 
has to be seen as a safe place for both residents and visitors alike. 
 
Community comments supported the need to continue on from the first plan and were 
generally supportive of the goals set under the proposed plan. Comments varied 
between a focus on youth and a focus on elderly. One detailed written submission from a 
local business owner dealt with a range of aspects to anti-social issues in comparison 
with other research undertaken in the area. 
 

RISK AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS 

Financial 

The initiatives recommended in the draft Plan require financial commitment from the City 
and in the case of CCTV, external providers.  Funding for the CBD Liaison Officers and 
CCTV stages 2 and 3 have already been provided for in the current budget. 
 
Legal 

Nil 
 
Operational 

The initiatives provided for in the draft Plan will be implemented the City as a whole, 
which may be spearheaded by the Community Safety and Rangers team. 
 
Organisational 

The Plan needs to be taken up by the City as a whole.  Such programs as “Eyes on the 
Street”, Improved Lighting of CBD, Anti Graffiti Campaign and People in Parks play a 
major part of the Draft Plan and all staff should be encouraged to be onboard. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Council has recently confirmed its commitment to community safety in its Strategic 
Plan 2010 – 2015.  Its vision for Fremantle is that it is a unique and exciting place to live, 
work and visit. 
 

STRATEGIC AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan, is an integral component of the 
Community Safety commitment of the City’s Strategic Plan.  
 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

The Draft Fremantle Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 2011 – 2015 was 
advertised Monday 26 September and again Monday 10 October 2011.  
Correspondence with the Draft Fremantle Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 
2011 – 2015 link was sent to Stakeholders asking them for their feedback.  The closing 
period for community comment was Tuesday 18 October 2011. 
 
There were 5 responses to the proposed Plan on the web based document with their 
answers to the six questions provided within attachment 2. Most show a positive 
response others give an opinion with outcomes that could be considered at a later date. 
 
One written response was received from a local business proprietor, much of which is a 
whole of government (Local, State and Federal) approach. 
 

VOTING AND OTHER SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Simple Majority Required 
 

OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION 

That the draft Fremantle Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 2011 - 2015 
and actions be adopted. 
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REPORTS BY OFFICERS (COUNCIL DECISION) 

 

SGS1111-2 DRAFT STRATEGIC RECREATION POLICY AND DRAFT 
STRATEGIC RECREATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT ACTION PLAN  

 
DataWorks Reference: 030/026 
Disclosure of Interest: Nil 
Meeting Date: 9 November 2011 
Previous Item: SGS1008-5, SGS1104-8 
Responsible Officer: Marisa Spaziani, Director Community Development 
Actioning Officer: Helen Emery, Manager Community Development 
Decision Making Authority: Council 
Agenda Attachments: Attachment 1 Draft Strategic Recreation Policy  

Attachment 2 Draft Strategic Recreation Needs 
Assessment Action Plan 
 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Strategic Recreation Needs Assessment final report and recommendations 
were endorsed by Council in April 2011.  The assessment identified priorities 
which relate to maintaining physical infrastructure, expanding trails, enhancing 
open space areas and assisting clubs to address viability and sustainability 
issues. 
 
To progress with the implementation of the recommendations, a Strategic 
Recreation Policy and Action Plan has been developed.  The Policy and Action 
Plan, if endorsed by Council, will have organisational wide and budget 
implications. 
 

BACKGROUND 

SGL Consulting Group was engaged to complete a strategic recreation needs 
assessment between November 2010 and April 2011.  The aim of the project was to 
provide short, medium and long term recommendations which addressed the key issues 
impacting on sport and recreation provision.  
 
In April 2011 the final report and recommendations were adopted by Council as the 
guiding principles in developing and implementing recreation projects and budgeting for 
recreation expenditure. 
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Four priority areas were identified: 

1. The Fremantle Leisure Centre requires investment to ensure it does not lose its 
attraction and become dated.  

2. The existing trails network should be expanded and  linkages between trails and 
open spaces created. 

3. Larger parcels of open space should be enhanced by developing them as multi-
functional areas.   

4. The viability of sporting clubs who are struggling to attract members and are not 
financially viable. 

 

COMMENT 

A Strategic Recreation Policy and Action Plan has been developed in response to the 
recommendations.   
 
The Policy (Attachment 1) provides definitions and a set of principles to allow the City of 
Fremantle to plan effectively to meet the current and future recreational needs of the 
Fremantle community. The policy outlines the priorities of Council in the following areas: 
 

Criteria for establishing infrastructure priorities. 
Facility hierarchy. 
Trails. 
Play Spaces. 
Club development and sustainability. 

 
The Action Plan (Attachment 2) assigns tasks, priorities, timelines and resources to the 
short, medium and long term actions that were identified in the Strategic Recreation 
Needs Assessment.  Actions identified include the Fremantle Leisure Centre, trail 
networks, club leasing, strategic review of clubs, buildings and infrastructure, play 
spaces, club development and reducing barriers to access. The City will ensure that as 
key stakeholders, children and youth are consulted in the development and upgrades of 
play spaces. 
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The highest priority actions to be completed in the short term are: 
 

1. Undertake a detailed review of the Fremantle Leisure Centre including a master 
plan, feasibility study and business plan to determine the most appropriate 
development of the Centre. 

 
2. Review the City’s leasing and seasonal sporting reserve agreement processes 

and develop a policy using the principles identified in the Strategic Recreation 
Needs Assessment. 

 
3. Complete condition audits of all recreation buildings and infrastructure.  

 
4. Compile and prioritize a list of recreation capital works projects using the priority 

ranking criterion. 
 
A number of the actions above can be implemented within existing resources, however, 
some will require additional budget. It is proposed that funds to enable these projects to 
occur are highlighted in the 2012/13 budget process. 
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RISK AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS 

Financial 

The highest priority recommendations will require an allocation of budget in the 
2012/2013 budget to implement. Preliminary estimates have been developed and are 
provided in the table below. 
 
Action 
Plan 
Ref. 

Action Estimate Timeline 

1.1 Undertake a detailed review of the 
Fremantle Leisure Centre and Samson 
Recreation Centre including a master 
plan, feasibility study and business 
plan to determine the most appropriate 
development of the Centre. 
 

$50,000 2012/13 

3.1 Review the City’s leasing and 
seasonal sporting reserve agreement 
processes and develop a policy using 
the principles identified in the Strategic 
Recreation Needs Assessment. 
 

To be completed 
within current 
budget. 

2011/12 

5.3 Complete condition audits of all 
recreation buildings and infrastructure. 
 

$50,000 2012/13 

5.4 Compile and prioritize a list of 
recreation capital works projects using 
the priority ranking criterion (includes 
research and community consultation). 
 

$45,000 2012/13 

 Total $145,000  
 
 
The eventual redevelopment of recreation facilities will require significant resources, 
however, it is proposed that projects are ranked in order of priority and included in the 
long range financial plan. External grants will be sought for larger scale facility projects. 
 
Legal 

Nil 
 
Operational 

Business units involved in the implementation of the Recreation Action Plan have 
assessed the budget implications and identified preliminary cost estimates for each 
project. 

Where project budgets do not exist, individual business unit managers will be required to 
submit new initiatives with detailed costs through the budget planning process. 
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Organisational 

The Strategic Recreation Policy is an organisational wide policy and will require 
additional procedures to be developed in some areas. Business unit managers will be 
required to establish these procedures where appropriate. The Recreation Action Plan 
will be reported on every quarter and made available on the website. 
 

CONCLUSION 

The Strategic Recreation Policy and Action Plan provide clear direction for the City in 
relation to addressing the priorities identified in the Strategic Recreation Needs 
Assessment.   
 
The implementation of the policy and allocation of additional resources will result in 
positive recreation outcomes for the Fremantle community and will ensure that recreation 
provision is maintained to an acceptable standard.  
 

STRATEGIC AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Urban Renewal & Integration - Provide a great place to live, work and play through 
growth and renewal. Outcome: Expand and improve the amount of shared recreational 
space in proportion to increasing suburban in-fill housing and high density housing in the 
CBD. 

Transport - Lead in the provision of environmentally and economically sustainable 
transport solutions. Outcome: Fremantle recognised as a pedestrian and cycle friendly 
City. 
 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Significant community engagement was undertaken during the needs assessment and 
included: 
 

Household survey of 300 residents. 
Focus groups with hard to reach communities (Aboriginal, older people, culturally 

and linguistically diverse and people with disabilities) and local sports clubs. 
Online survey for schools and clubs. 
Children’s survey.  
Stakeholder and staff interviews. 

 
Following the acceptance by council of the needs assessment, relevant internal business 
units were consulted in the development of the policy and action plan. 
 

VOTING AND OTHER SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Absolute Majority Required 
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OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION 

That Council; 
1. Adopt the Strategic Recreation Policy. 

 
2. Endorse the Recreation Action Plan for immediate implementation and the 

high priority projects as outlined below form part of the 2012/13 budget: 
 
 
Action 
Plan 
Ref. 

Action Estimate Timeline 

1.1 Undertake a detailed review of the 
Fremantle Leisure Centre and 
Samson Recreation Centre 
including a master plan, feasibility 
study and business plan to 
determine the most appropriate 
development of the Centre. 
 

$50,000 2012/13 

3.1 Review the City’s leasing and 
seasonal sporting reserve 
agreements processes and develop 
a policy using the principles 
identified in the Strategic 
Recreation Needs Assessment. 
 

$15,000 
To be completed 
within current 
budget. 

2011/12 

5.3 Complete condition audits of all 
recreation buildings and 
infrastructure.  
 

$50,000 2012/13 

5.4 Compile and prioritize a list of 
recreation capital works projects 
using the priority ranking criterion 
(includes research and community 
consultation) 
 

$45,000 2012/13 

 Total $145,000  
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SGS1111-3 INFORMATION REPORT - NOVEMBER 2011  
 
 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT KING'S SQUARE  

DataWorks Reference: 034/005;053/004 
Author: Marisa Spaziani, Director Community Development 
Agenda Attachments: Attachment 1 - Community Engagement - King's Square 

Workshop Notes 
 
On 7 October 2011, the City engaged David Engwicht to facilitate a community 
engagement process on the activation of King's Square. 65 people, a mixture of staff, 
elected members and community members, attended part or all of the day long 
workshop.  A number of ideas and recommendations for action were put forward. The 
notes outlining the process and outcomes from the Community Engagement process are 
attached. 
 
Community Development staff are now working with community members and other City 
staff to implement a range of actions arising from the workshop and we expect that over 
the next 3-6 months most of these actions will be in seen occurring in the Square.   
 

OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION 

The information report for November 2011 be received. 
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SGS1111-4 WRITE OFF OF BAD DEBTS NOVEMBER 2011  
 
DataWorks Reference: 085/002; 085/003 
Disclosure of Interest: Nil 
Meeting Date: 9 November 2011 
Previous Item: SGS1108-08 of 24 August 2011 
Responsible Officer: Alan Carmichael, Manager Finance and Administration 
Actioning Officer: Colin Radici, Financial Accountant 
Decision Making Authority: Council 
Agenda Attachments: Debtors Write Off November 2011- UNDER SEPARATE 

CONFIDENTIAL COVER 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The $6,063.98 debts listed are considered unrecoverable and have been submitted 
for approval for write off. 
 

BACKGROUND 

Where credit is extended to debtors, some debts can become unrecoverable due to a 
variety of circumstances. Under the Local Government Act 1961 (section 6.12(1) (c) ) a 
local government may write off any amount of money. 
 

COMMENT 

The confidential attachment provides additional comment against each debt. 
 
The values of debts listed are GST inclusive and if the debt is approved for off any GST 
component is recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office.  
 
The rate debt listed related to government land leased from the City of Fremantle where 
the city as the rating authority has no lien over the land concerned.  
 
In instances where individuals have gone into bankruptcy or incorporated entities into 
liquidation, any future distribution that the city might receive from the liquidator will be 
credited to revenue at the time it is received. Any such distributions are only likely to be 
minor, as the debts are only submitted for approval to write off where it appears unlikely 
that any distribution will be received by the city. 
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RISK AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS 

Financial 

The budget implications can be addressed in two parts:- 
 
1.  Cost of Credit Management. If an organisation does not have good credit 
management then it will have negative budgetary impacts as cash will not be collected 
for the sales of goods and services made. It should be noted that even with good credit 
management, bad debts can still be incurred, but they normally arise within an 
environment where the risk and reward factors have been balanced to try and achieve 
the best outcome for the organisation. It is a requirement for completing annual financial 
statements that any potential bad debts are provisioned for and that is a cost to the 
budget in the year in which the provision is made. 
 
2. Cost to Budget of Writing off Bad Debts. Generally this is budget neutral as the city 
provisions for potential bad and unrecoverable debts and the city has been doing so for 
many years in accordance with accounting standards. As a consequence, approvals to 
write off bad debts will result in the cost being written back against the provision with no 
net impact to the current budget. 
 
Legal 

Section 6.12 (1) (c) of the Local Government Act 1995 provides authority for the Council 
to write off outstanding monies.  
 
Operational 

The invoice detail is generated by the relevant business unit who manage the service 
and provide the detail of client(s) to be invoiced. 
 
The Finance section generates the invoices from the information provided and sends out 
statements for outstanding accounts and maintains the Debtors Control Account. 
Finance also handles referral of debts to the debt collection agency. 
 
Organisational 

Nil 
 

CONCLUSION 

It is considered the debts should be written off. 
 

STRATEGIC AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Nil. 
 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Nil. 
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VOTING AND OTHER SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Simple Majority Required 
 

OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION 

That Council write off debts of $6,063.98 detailed below as they are considered 
unrecoverable:- 
 
 
Reference 
Number 

Debtor Name Amount Service 

Commercial Parking 

2019818 Bev Backshell $75.00 Parking - 2007/08 

2019916 Natalie Spooner $150.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2019901 
Brookleigh Holdings Pty Ltd (In 
Liquidation) 

$83.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2020088 Lyne Harrison $448.00 Parking - 2009/10 

2020053 Nesamalar Padua $138.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2020048 Mabel Lim $448.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2019777 Ashley & Anna Chelaru $293.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2020042 Rowan Knight $332.00 Parking - 2009/10 

2020008 Jiwan Jung $166.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2020054 Swee Ping Pang $138.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2019912 Tracy Dunbar $528.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2019953 Leah Wright $69.00 Parking - 2008/09 

2019959 QMS Engineering Pty Ltd $672.00 Parking - 2008/09 

Fremantle Arts Centre 

2015327 Feltwest Inc $140.00 Fremantle Arts Centre-2007/08 

General  Debtor 

2019469 Vanstar Holdings Pty Ltd $31.00 Hall Hire -2006/07 

Community Development 

2020017 Gloria Jean's Coffee $400.00 
Sponsorship Fremantle 
Festival-2008/09 

2019997 Merchant Tea & Coffee Company $440.00 
Sponsorship Fremantle 
Festival-2008/09 

2090256 Simons Fusion Café $550.00 
Sponsorship Fremantle 
Festival-2009/10 

Fremantle Community Care 

2019314 Silver Chain Nursing Association $50.00 FCC-2006/07 

Commercial Waste 

2010186 G & G Steel Works $153.30 Commercial Waste-2010/11 

2010329 Leisure Café $21.52 Commercial Waste-2010/11 
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Commercial Property 

2019505 Alconbury Holdings Pty Ltd $430.21
Commercial Property-
2006/07 

Rates 

124-126 Beach Street 

 

 Insight Corrosion Consultants Pty Ltd 
(In liquidation) 

$307.95  Rates - 2009/2010 
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SGS1111-5 NOTICE OF MOTION - MAYOR BRAD PETTITT - NATIONAL 
DISABILITY INSURANCE SCHEME  

 
DataWorks Reference: 097/004 
Disclosure of Interest: Nil 
Meeting Date: 9 November 2011 
Previous Item: Nil 
Actioning Officer: Chief Executive Officer, Graeme Mackenzie 
Decision Making Authority: Council 
Agenda Attachments: Letter from Peter Tinley MLA 
 
 

ELECTED MEMBER SUMMARY 

 
This Notice of Motion is seeking Council support for the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme (NDIS). This scheme has been supported by the Federal Government and 
Council of Australian Governments (COAG) but is yet to be introduced to Parliament. 
 
This Notice of Motion seeks council to support the proposal and write to the Prime 
Minister and Opposition Leader urging them to support the introduction of the scheme 
into Parliament. 
 
This motion is to support the proposed National Disability Insurance Scheme which has 
been recommended by the Productivity Commission. 
 
On August 10 2011, Prime Minister Julia Gillard told Australians she “shared the vision” 
of a NDIS and committed the Government to its introduction. Soon after - on August 19 - 
all State and Territory leaders joined with the PM as the Council of Australian 
Governments (COAG) approved the development of a NDIS. 
 
The NDIS will provide a secure pool of funding to ensure that Australians with a disability 
can access the care and support they need to live as productively and as independently 
as possible and participate in the social and economic life of the nation. 
 
The motion supports the call upon all Governments and the Federal Oppositions to work 
co-operatively and as quickly as possible to introduce the NDIS. 
  
This motion seeks Council to support, encourage and acknowledge an inclusive and 
diverse community life for people with all abilities, support of this motion tonight means 
we understand and recognise the value the NDIS will provide to Australian families. 
 
The model that’s been put forward is an NDIS, National Disability Insurance Scheme. 
That’s not individual insurance but the federal government insuring us all against 
disability. It’s estimating the numbers affected by disability, which we can do, and making 
sure there is a secure pool of funding not subject to annual budgets. It’s about giving 
more control over funding and services to the person with a disability and planning for a 
lifetime. It’s about providing what is needed when it’s needed and making it the same 
across the country.  
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We will only get an NDIS if individuals in the broad Australian community tell both state 
and federal governments they are behind this by signing up in big enough numbers.  We 
have over 65,000 supporters so far but we need 100,000 and more to make sure our 
voice is heard.  
 
The federal government has started work on the infrastructure of the NDIS, and the 
Council of Australian Governments (COAG) has agreed to form a select council of 
ministers from all states and territories to lay the foundations.  While this is a 
monumental first step we need to see the NDIS both costed and funded before we know 
that it will definitely happen. So we will continue to build our numbers until that point.  
 
While the infrastructure building starts now it will be 2014 when multiple test sites are 
launched. The scheme will then be progressively rolled out across the nation over the 
next 6 years. 
 

VOTING AND OTHER SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Simple Majority Required 
 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

That the City of Fremantle; 
 

1. Formally support the National Disability Insurance Scheme; 
 
2. Write to the Prime Minister Julia Gillard, Leader of the Opposition, Tony 

Abbott, in support of the National Disability Insurance Scheme. 
 
3. Officially support the National Disability Insurance Scheme via the online 

petition which is part of the ‘Every Australian Counts’ campaign. 
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SGS1111-6 TERRENE LANE – TRAFFIC CALMING PROPOSAL  
 
DataWorks Reference: 165/022 
Disclosure of Interest: Nil 
Meeting Date: 9 November 2011 
Previous Item: PSC0710-289 
Responsible Officer: Peter Pikor, Director Technical Services 
Actioning Officer: Philip Gale, Manager Infrastructure Services 
Decision Making Authority: Council 
Agenda Attachments: Community Consultation map 

Traffic restriction design layout 
Summary of comments from local residents 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Residents in Terrene Lane and Wexford Way have requested that traffic 
management strategies be implemented to reduce through traffic along these 
streets.  Following local community consultation a preferred traffic treatment 
option of a partial road closure at the intersection of Wexford Way and Bellamy 
Street to reduce through traffic movements is considered an appropriate and 
acceptable treatment.  It is recommended that this treatment be installed for a trial 
period of 6 months to determine the effectiveness on reducing through traffic 
movements along Terrene Lane and Wexford Street. 
 

BACKGROUND 

Terrene Lane is located within the newly established Taylor South residential 
development bounded by South Street, Ladner Street and Bellamy Street. This 
residential area abuts a light industrial/commercial area north of Bellamy Street.  Terrene 
Lane extends between College Corner which provides a southern access to South Street 
and Wexford Way which connects to Bellamy Street and provides access to the light 
industrial area.  
 
The layout of Terrene Lane which is a narrow pavement of 6 m width is shown on 
attachment 1. The layout of Terrene Lane and Wexford Way provides the most direct 
route through the residential development from Bellamy Street to South Street.  This 
residential development is also adjacent to fast food stores located next to South Street 
which is accessible through College Corner. 
 
A number of submissions were received early this year from the local residents of 
Terrene Lane and Wexford Way concerned with both the volume and speed of through 
traffic. The residents have made a numbers of suggestions which includes installing 
bollards in Terrene Lane near Wexford Way or installing speed humps to control the 
traffic flow. 
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The assessment of the traffic calming requested by residents was deferred until the 
residential area has become more established as it was considered that the many homes 
under construction would have not provided a clear picture of typical traffic patterns for 
analysis. The projected traffic flows generated from the residential subdivision in Terrene 
Lane and Wexford Street would be in the order of 200 vpd.  
 
In the middle of this year and following assessment of the merits of various traffic 
calming treatments the City formally engaged with the local community with a preferred 
option to restrict traffic from Bellany Street entering Wrexford Way and thus also 
preventing this movement of traffic along Terrene lane. This is considered to be an 
effective treatment to address the major issue of through traffic coming from the 
Industrial area. The proposed traffic restriction is shown on attachment 2. Whilst other 
options were considered the installation of physical traffic treatments such as bollards or 
speed humps can generate divided views from residents in the street and other 
connecting streets such as in this case College Corner. The option of installing bollards 
in Terrene Lane to prevent passage of vehicles may transfer the problem to the next 
street being College Corner.  
 

COMMENT 

A previous Council item (PSC0710-289) to adopt Taylors College Structure Plan included 
the following recommendation in regards to traffic. 
 
Traffic Impact 
There were four main issues raised in the submissions regarding traffic. These are: 

1. Bellamy St should be an exit only 
2. Laneway should be a cul de sac 
3. Road should not connect with South St it will encourage too much traffic 
4. Increase in traffic will cause pedestrian problems for South St.  

 
Traffic assessment indicates that traffic levels will be an estimated 232 trips per day 
lower as a residential use than when the land was used as an educational institution. 
Therefore it is not anticipated that there will be an increase in traffic as a result of 
development proposed in the structure plan that will adversely impact on pedestrians or 
the South Street intersection. 
 
It is not considered beneficial to change the Bellamy St intersection to exit only as has 
been suggested by submissions. Traffic impact studies have indicated that the in-out 
configuration of the intersection will assist in dispersing traffic thereby reducing any 
potential pressure on the South St intersection. The indirect nature of the through roads 
is likely to discourage traffic from using the Taylors College internal roads as ‘rat runs’ to 
access South Street. Therefore it is not considered beneficial to alter the road layout of 
the Structure Plan. 
 
Although the previous planning item to Council takes into consideration the traffic 
assessment for the development and does not encourage the restriction of turning 
movements from Wexford Way, there has been significant concern from residents 
regarding the level of through traffic.  
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A survey was sent to all residents and owners in the development for the proposed 
partial closure of Wexford Way onto Bellamy Street. This survey returned 14  out of 42 
possible responses with 11 in favour of the modification and 3 against. A summary of this 
correspondence is shown on attachment 3. The low number of responses may be due in 
part to the low occupancy of the area being newly established. 
 
 

RISK AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS 

Financial 

The installation of the proposed treatment is estimated to cost $6500. No funding has 
been allocated for this work. Accordingly this treatment can be listed for funding 
consideration in the Mid Year Budget review. 
 
Legal 

The proposed treatment which is effectively a partial road closure will need to be publicly 
advertised. 
The Main Roads WA has approved the proposed traffic treatment design. 
 
Operational 

Nil 
  
Organisational 

Nil 
 

CONCLUSION 

It appears that the original traffic assessment and the actual through traffic movements 
vary greatly. Given the close proximity of light industrial and commercial areas adjacent 
to the residential development, it is considered that traffic control measures are 
warranted to reduce this through traffic.  
 
The construction of a partial closure at Wexford Way and Bellamy Street as presented to 
the residents whilst not addressing all of the through traffic issues is considered an 
appropriate treatment. Experience indicates that other proposed treatments may not be 
widely acceptable to residents and can become a contentious issue with a protracted 
process. However as this restriction will affect full traffic movements of local motorists it 
is suggested that this treatment be implemented for a trial period of for 6 months with  a 
post survey to be carried out to determine the effectiveness of the treatment.   
The propose traffic modification will allow a left turn exit onto Bellamy Street from 
Wexford Way and restrict any access, except for bicycles, into the development from 
Bellamy Street. The effects of the propose traffic modification can be summarised as 
follows;  
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a. South Street will be the only access point into the residential area (except for 

bicycles which will still be permitted to enter from Bellamy Street. 
 

b. The proposed treatment will not stop the use of Terrene Lane by north bound 
motorists (from South Street). 

 
c. The proposed treatment has been proven in other areas to be an effective method 

to deter through traffic. 
 
The traffic treatment option to restrict traffic from Bellamy Street to Wexford Way 
attempts to address the major traffic concern, in this case of through traffic from the 
Industrial area. This treatment has most support from residents of both streets. The Main 
Roads Department has approved the proposed traffic treatment design. 
 

STRATEGIC AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 SG27 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT – LOCAL AREA 
 

Fremantle City is committed to establishing an environment in local streets where 
residents do not feel threatened or intimidated by traffic. 

 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

The local community was formally consulted on the preferred traffic treatment option. 
The feedback from the community consultation as well as letters received regarding 
traffic issues has been summarised in attachment 3.  
 

VOTING AND OTHER SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Simple Majority Required 
 

OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION 

That Council; 
 

1. Approves the installation of the traffic treatment restriction of a 'left out 
only' from Wexford Way to Bellamy Street as shown on attachment 2 for a 
trial period of six months. 
 

2. Lists funds of $6,500 for consideration in the 2011/12 Mid Year Budget 
review for the installation of the traffic treatment restriction at the Wexford 
Way and Bellamy Street intersection.  
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SGS1111-7 ACCEPTANCE OF FUNDING FROM LOTTERYWEST AND 
DEPARTMENT OF SPORT AND RECREATION 

 
DataWorks Reference:  
Disclosure of Interest: Nil 
Meeting Date:  
Previous Item: Nil 
Responsible Officer: Marisa Spaziani, Community Development 
Actioning Officer: Helen Emery, Manager Community Development 
Decision Making Authority: Council 
Agenda Attachments: Nil 

 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Lotterywest has approved $585,000 to assist the City with the completion of the fit-out at 
Hilton Community Centre. The funding will cover fit out for both the PCYC leased area 
and the new parts of the centre.  
 
The Department of Sport and Recreation has approved a grant of $12,500 to the City for 
the provision of a Sport 4 All - Kidsport program. 
 

BACKGROUND 

Hilton Community Centre has been renovated and extended through Federal 
Government funding and is at lock up stage. The Federal funds did not include fit out and 
a Lotterywest submission was completed to assist the City in completion of the project. A 
number of fit out assets will be for the PCYC operations.  
 
The Sport 4 All - Kidsport program provides funding for children and youth aged 5-18 
years, from financially disadvantaged families to assist towards the payment of club fees. 
Payment is made directly to the registered Kidsport clubs. 
 

COMMENT 

The Lotterywest funds will assist the City to complete the fit out ready for operation. It 
includes IT equipment, furniture, security and access and other capital items. 
 
The DSR funding will be delivered directly to clubs to increase participation from children 
and youth who may not have been able to participate in sport due to financial hardship. 
The City already has a similar scheme using municipal funds and this program would 
replace this scheme. 
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RISK AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS 

Financial 

The City will purchase and pay for the fit out as per the approved fit out schedule 
approved by Lotterywest and will be reimbursed for costs to the amount of $585,000. 

 

DSR will provide funding to the amount of $12,500 to the City for distribution. 

 
Legal 

Nil. 
 
Operational 

The Hilton Community Centre fit out process is currently being managed by Community 
Development. 
 
The DSR funding will be distributed by Community Development project staff. 
 
Organisational 

Nil. 
 

CONCLUSION 

That Council accept the funding of $585,000.00 (exclusive of GST) from Lotterywest for 
the fit out of Hilton Community Centre, and the DSR Kidsport program funding of 
$12,500 .(exclusive of GST).  The budgets will need to be amended accordingly. 
 

STRATEGIC AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Nil. 
 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Nil.  
 

VOTING AND OTHER SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Absolute majority required.  
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OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION 

1. The City accepts funding of $585,000 (exclusive of GST) from Lotterywest to 
complete the fit out of the Hilton Community Centre. 

 
2. The City accepts the funding of $12,500 (exclusive of GST) from DSR for the 

Kidsport program. 
 

3. The 2011 - 2012 revenue and associated expenditure budgets be amended 
as summarised below.  

 

Budget 
Category/Sub 
Category 

Existing 
Budget 
Expenditure 
/(Revenue) 

Variation 
to 
Budget 
Expenditure 
/(Revenue) 

Revised 
Budget 
Expenditure 
/(Revenue) 

Account String 
(Budget amount refers to 
this account)) 

Revenue     
Lotterywest 
Hilton Fit-out 

0 
 

(585,000) 
 

(585,000) 
 

32.32400.4313.00.00.18076 
 

Total Funding 0 (585,000) (585,000)  
     
Expenditure     
Building Asset 
 
Intangibles 
 
IT Equipment 
 
Various Furniture 
 
Gym Equipment 
 
Minor Assets 
Contracts 
 

0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
0 
 

290,000 
 
55,000 
 
43,000 
 
100,000 
 
50,000 
 
10,000 
37,000 
 

290,000 
 
55,000 
 
43,000 
 
100,000 
 
50,000 
 
10,000 
37,000 
 

BCN Work Order HCC 
62.23110.6823.03.92.11037 
Asset Intangible 
32.32400.1786.03.80.18076 
Asset Furn IT Equip 
32.32400.1566.03.62.18076 
Asset Furn HCC Various 
32.32400.1566.03.61.18076 
Asset Furn Gym 
32.32400.1566.03.61.18076 
32.32400.6855.00.00.18076 
32.32400.6823.00.00.18076 
 (Asset and Work Order 
details to be advised) 

Total 
Expenditure 

0 585,000 
 

585,000 
 

 

     
Revenue     
DSR 
Kidsport 

0  (12,500)  (12,500) 32.32100.4311.00.00.18030 

Total Funding 0 (12,500) (12,500)  
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Expenditure     
Sponsorships 0 12,500 12,500 32.32100.5961.00.00.18030 

Total 
Expenditure 

0 12,500 
 

12,500 
 

 

     
Net Variation to 
Budget – 
Deficit/(Surplus) 

 Nil Nil 
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CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS 

 
Nil 
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SUMMARY GUIDE TO CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND CONSULTATION 

The Council adopted a Community Engagement Policy in December 2010 to give effect 
to its commitment to involving citizens in its decision-making processes. 
 
The City values community engagement and recognises the benefits that can flow to the 
quality of decision-making and the level of community satisfaction. 
 
Effective community engagement requires total clarity so that Elected Members, Council 
officers and citizens fully understand their respective rights and responsibilities as well as 
the limits of their involvement in relation to any decision to be made by the City. 
 

How consultative processes work at the City of Fremantle 

The City’s decision makers 1
.

The Council, comprised of Elected Members, 
makes policy, budgetary and key strategic 
decisions while the CEO, sometimes via on-
delegation to other City officers, makes 
operational decisions. 

Various participation opportunities 2
.

The City provides opportunities for participation in 
the decision-making process by citizens via 
itscouncil appointed working groups, its 
community precinct system, and targeted 
community engagement processes in relation to 
specific issues or decisions.  

Objective processes also used 3
.

The City also seeks to understand the needs and 
views of the community via scientific and objective 
processes such as its bi-ennial community survey. 

All decisions are made by Council or the CEO 4
.

These opportunities afforded to citizens to 
participate in the decision-making process do not 
include the capacity to make the decision. 
Decisions are ultimately always made by Council 
or the CEO (or his/her delegated nominee).  

Precinct focus is primarily local, but also city-
wide  

5
.

The community precinct system establishes units 
of geographic community of interest, but provides 
for input in relation to individual geographic areas 
as well as on city-wide issues. 

All input is of equal value 6
.

No source of advice or input is more valuable or 
given more weight by the decision-makers than 
any other. The relevance and rationality of the 
advice counts in influencing the views of decision-
makers.  

Decisions will not necessarily reflect the 
majority view received 

7
.

Local Government in WA is a representative 
democracy. Elected Members and the CEO are 
charged under the Local Government Act with the 
responsibility to make decisions based on fact 
and the merits of the issue without fear or favour 
and are accountable for their actions and 
decisions under law. Elected Members are 
accountable to the people via periodic elections. 
As it is a representative democracy, decisions 
may not be made in favour of the majority view 
expressed via consultative processes.  
Decisions must also be made in accordance with 
any statute that applies or within the parameters 
of budgetary considerations. All consultations will 
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How consultative processes work at the City of Fremantle 

clearly outline from the outset any constraints or 
limitations associated with the issue. 

Decisions made for the overall good of 
Fremantle 

8
.

The Local Government Act requires decision-
makers to make decisions in the interests of “the 
good government of the district”. This means that 
decision-makers must exercise their judgment 
about the best interests of Fremantle as a whole 
as well as about the interests of the immediately 
affected neighbourhood. This responsibility from 
time to time puts decision-makers at odds with 
the expressed views of citizens from the local 
neighbourhood who may understandably take a 
narrower view of considerations at hand.  

Diversity of view on most issues 9
.

The City is wary of claiming to speak for the 
‘community’ and wary of those who claim to do so. 
The City recognises how difficult it is to 
understand what such a diverse community with 
such a variety of stakeholders thinks about an 
issue. The City recognises that, on most 
significant issues, diverse views exist that need to 
be respected and taken into account by the 
decision-makers. 

City officers must be impartial 1
0
.

City officers are charged with the responsibility of 
being objective, non-political and unbiased. It is 
the responsibility of the management of the City to 
ensure that this is the case. It is also recognised 
that City officers can find themselves unfairly 
accused of bias or incompetence by protagonists 
on certain issues and in these cases it is the 
responsibility of the City’s management to defend 
those City officers. 

City officers must follow policy and  
procedures 

1
1
.

The City’s community engagement policy 
identifies nine principles that apply to all 
community engagement processes, including a 
commitment to be  clear, transparent, responsive , 
inclusive, accountable andtimely. City officers are 
responsible for ensuring that the policy and any 
other relevant procedure is fully complied with so 
that citizens are not deprived of their rights to be 
heard.  
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How consultative processes work at the City of Fremantle 

Community engagement processes have cut-
off dates that will be adhered to. 

1
2
.

As City officers have the responsibility to provide 
objective, professional advice to decision-makers, 
they are entitled to an appropriate period of time 
and resource base to undertake the analysis 
required and to prepare reports. As a 
consequence, community engagement processes 
need to have defined and rigorously observed cut-
off dates, after which date officers will not include 
‘late’ input in their analysis. In such 
circumstances, the existence of ‘late’ input will be 
made known to decision-makers. In most cases 
where community input is involved, the Council is 
the decision-maker and this affords community 
members the opportunity to make input after the 
cut-off date via personal representations to 
individual Elected Members and via presentations 
to Committee and Council Meetings.  

Citizens need to check for any changes to 
decision making arrangements made 

1
3
.

The City will take initial responsibility for making 
citizens aware of expected time-frames and 
decision making processes, including dates of 
Standing Committee and Council Meetings if 
relevant.  However, as these details can change, 
it is the citizens responsibility to check for any 
changes by visiting the City’s website, checking 
the Fremantle News in the Fremantle Gazette or 
inquiring at the Customer Service Centre by 
phone, email or in-person.   

Citizens are entitled to know how their input 
has been assessed 

1
4
.

In reporting to decision-makers, City officers will in 
all cases produce a community engagement 
outcomes report that summarises comment and 
recommends whether it should be taken on board, 
with reasons. 

Reasons for decisions must be transparent 1
5
.

Decision-makers must provide the reasons for 
their decisions. 

Decisions posted on the City’s website  1
6
.

Decisions of the City need to be transparent and 
easily accessed. For reasons of cost, citizens 
making input on an issue will not be individually 
notified of the outcome, but can access the 
decision at the City’s website under ‘community 
engagement’ or at the City Library or Service and 
Information  Centre. 
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Issues that Council May Treat as Confidential 
 
 
Section 5.23 of the new Local Government Act 1995, Meetings generally open to the 
public, states: 
 
1. Subject to subsection (2), the following are to be open to members of the public - 

a) all council meetings; and 
 
b) all meetings of any committee to which a local government power or duty has 

been delegated. 
 

2. If a meeting is being held by a council or by a committee referred to in subsection 
(1) (b), the council or committee may close to members of the public the meeting, or 
part of the meeting, if the meeting or the part of the meeting deals with any of the 
following: 

 
a) a matter affecting an employee or employees; 
 
b) the personal affairs of any person; 
 
c) a contract entered into, or which may be entered into, by the local government 

and which relates to a matter to be discussed at the meeting; 
 
d) legal advice obtained, or which may be obtained, by the local government and 

which relates to a matter to be discussed at the meeting; 
 
e) a matter that if disclosed, would reveal – 

i) a trade secret; 
ii) information that has a commercial value to a person; or 
iii) information about the business, professional, commercial or financial 

affairs of a person. 
Where the trade secret or information is held by, or is about, a person other 
than the local government. 
 

f) a matter that if disclosed, could be reasonably expected to - 
i) impair the effectiveness of any lawful method or procedure for preventing, 

detecting, investigating or dealing with any contravention or possible 
contravention of the law; 

ii) endanger the security of the local government’s property; or 
iii) prejudice the maintenance or enforcement of a lawful measure for 

protecting public safety. 
 

g) information which is the subject of a direction given under section 23 (Ia) of the 
Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1971; and 

 
h) such other matters as may be prescribed. 
 

3. A decision to close a meeting or part of a meeting and the reason for the decision 
are to be recorded in the minutes of the meeting. 
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SGS1111-1 ADOPTION OF THE FREMANTLE COMMUNITY SAFETY AND 
CRIME PREVENTION PLAN 2011 - 2015 

ATTACHMENT 1 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
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SGS1111-2 DRAFT STRATEGIC RECREATION POLICY AND DRAFT 
STRATEGIC RECREATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT ACTION 
PLAN 

ATTACHMENT 1 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
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SGS1111-3 INFORMATION REPORT - NOVEMBER 2011 

ATTACHMENT 1 
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SGS1111-5 NOTICE OF MOTION - MAYOR BRAD PETTITT - NATIONAL 
DISABILITY INSURANCE SCHEME 

ATTACHMENT 1 
 
 
Dr Brad Pettitt  
Mayor 
City of Fremantle 
PO BOX 807 
FREMANTLE WA 6959 
 
12 October 2011 
 
Dear Dr Pettitt 
 
Every Australian Counts Campaign 
I’m writing to ask for the Councils support for a campaign that has been championing one of the 
most important reforms to disability that has ever taken place in this country and one that will very 
much involve local government in the future.   I’m talking about the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme which has been committed to in principle by the Gillard government and each and every 
state government.  It is a scheme which is trying to resolve the underfunded, fragmented and crisis 
driven system which currently disadvantages people with a disability and their families and carers, 
physically, emotionally and financially.  It proposes doubling the funding, making the system uniform 
around the nation and helping people maximise their independence with lifetime planning. Its aim is 
to ensure that individuals with a disability and their families/carers have more control over their 
funding and support and get the opportunities that most other Australians take for granted.  
The Every Australian Counts campaign www.everyaustraliancounts.com.au has been run by the 
National Disability and Carers Alliance, but its heart comes from people with disabilities and their 
families/carers and people who work in the area and who have courageously spoken out  about the 
challenges they face to demonstrate why change was needed. 
 
The campaign now has over 76,000 supporters and continues to grow. We are building an online 
army of ordinary Australians – both including and beyond the immediate realm of disability ‐ who 
are willing to say they support people with a disability and their families getting a fairer go.  We need 
to continue with the campaign until the funding has been agreed upon and delivered, which is still 
some way off.  
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The support of local governments is vital.  There are a number of practical things your council can do 
to assist the campaign, including:  

Pass a resolution supporting the campaign – see appendix attached  

Signs on as a campaign supporter at www.everyaustraliancounts.com.au 

Asks council staff to sign up as supporters  

Places a button (downloadable from the resources section of 

www.everyaustraliancounts.com.au) on its home page providing a link to 

www.everyaustraliancounts.com.au 

 Include material promoting the campaign in internal and external communications 

Write to Federal MPs including the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition 

expressing Council’s support for the NDIS. 

 
Across Australia, a number of local governments are showing their support for the NDIS, but most of 

them are on the Eastern seaboard so far and we are looking to you to put WA on the map  

 

An expression of support from this City Council for the proposed NDIS will be greatly valued by 

members of your community with a disability and will be of great assistance in our endeavours to 

ensure the NDIS is introduced as soon as possible. And as with the suggested actions making your 

support as publicly visible as possible acts as an encouragement to others.  

 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me or the WA Campaign Coordinator Geraldine.mellet@ndis.org,.au  

to discuss this further.  

 

Yours sincerely,  

 
Peter Tinley AM MLA 
Member for Willagee   
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APPENDICE 1 - DRAFT MOTION: MELBOURNE CITY COUNCIL  

This motion is to support the proposed National Disability Insurance Scheme which 
has been recommended by the Productivity Commission. 
 
On August 10 2011, Prime Minister Julia Gillard told Australians she “shared the vision” of a NDIS 
and committed the Government to its introduction. Soon after ‐ on August 19 ‐ all State and 
Territory leaders joined with the PM as the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) approved the 
development of a NDIS.  
 
The NDIS will provide a secure pool of funding to ensure that Australians with a disability can access 
the care and support they need to live as productively and as independently as possible and 
participate in the social and economic life of the nation. 
 
We now call upon all Governments and the Federal Oppositions to work co‐operatively and as 
quickly as possible to introduce the NDIS.  
 
As a Council who support, encourage and acknowledge an inclusive and diverse community life for 
people with all abilities, support of this motion tonight means we understand and recognise the 
value the NDIS will provide to Australian families. 
 
(signed) 
 
Cr  

 
RECOMMENDATION 

That Council 

1)    Formally support the National Disability Insurance Scheme; 

2)   Write to the Prime Minister Julia Gillard, Leader of the Opposition, Tony Abbott, 

in support of the National Disability Insurance Scheme. 

3)    Officially support the National Disability Insurance Scheme via the online petition 

which is part of the ‘Every Australian Counts’ campaign. 

  

COUNCIL MOTION 

Moved:               

Seconded:        
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SGS1111-6 TERRENE LANE – TRAFFIC CALMING PROPOSAL 

ATTACHMENT 1 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
 

 
 

 


